Ford falcon pictures

That's because Thompson had opted for a little-known performance package that included the
hp Hi-Po engine, Top Loader four-speed gearbox, and Traction Lokequipped 9-inch rear axle.
That would be the K-code engine package in Mustang or Fairlane terms minus the Traction Lok ,
but for the Falcon, it was simply conveyed as code And it was only offered in Canada. No
American-built Falcons were built with the package, and the K-code was never officially
available with it north of the border. As with other factory high-performance packages of the
day, the intent was to make the car legal in NHRA Stock Eliminator racing. Problem was, only
seven of the cars were built by Ford at the Oakville, Ontario, assembly plant: three pillared
coupes and four hardtops, like this one. As a result, they were relegated to the Factory
Experimental FX class. Racing the car was the very reason Thompson ordered the Hi-Po Falcon.
He wasted little time in attaching a tow bar and pulling it to dragstrips around Ontario, often
bringing home trophies for his weekend's work. For the first couple of years, Thompson was
sponsored by a local shop named Weston Race and Custom. When the sponsorship money
dried up, he dubbed the car Teacher's Pet and soldiered on independently. All told, Thompson
campaigned Teacher's Pet for about eight years, typically running in the mid- and lows. He even
worked his way through a car class field, including a powered Galaxie in the final round, to win
the Niagara Gold Cup Nationals in at Niagara Dragway. It was one of 30 trophies the car earned
in its eight years on the strip. It's no surprise Thompson was able to drive around so many
competitors. With a curb weight of right around 2, pounds, the car had a strong power-to-weight
ratio of around The Nova SS, by comparison, tipped the scales nearly pounds heavier, and its
engine was down 20 hp to the Hi-Po. As it did many racers of the day, the advent of bracket
racing prompted Thompson to put away his helmet. He sold Teacher's Pet in , and it changed
hands a number of times before Nick Brouwer acquired it in More than a fan of the factory Hi-Po
Falcons, however, Brouwer was a fan of the racecar. I don't think the rest of his neighbors
appreciated that, but I sure did. Brouwer even saw the car run at Golden Horseshoe Dragway
later renamed Toronto International Dragway , then watched it drive around his hometown after
Thompson sold it, as a succession of his friends traded ownership. Although the car stayed
local for a while, it eventually moved away. But not too far. Brouwer recognized it immediately
when it popped up in a local trader publication in He says, "It had been painted black from the
original Prairie Bronze, and the Palomino interior had also been changed to black, but it was
definitely the Teacher's Pet. I was thrilled to buy it. What it really deserved was to be restored to
its original racing condition. Fortunately, the car's early years as a dedicated track tool kept it
off the street in the salted months, helping preserve the body. The miles were comparatively
low, too. To date, the odometer shows 54, miles, the first few thousand, as it is said, racked up a
quarter-mile at a time. The original color was resprayed, and temporary reproduction "Teacher's
Pet" graphics were added to the sides. They were ultimately removed, and discreet versions of
the racecar name now reside on the rear quarter-windows. It's a subtle but knowing tribute to
the car's heritage. The car also rolls on updated wheels and tires, but it carries that classic
big-and-little dragstrip stance. With a deep oil pan and a set of CalTrac bars out back, the effect
is a nice blend of restomod and vintage drag car. Frankly, we just don't see many Falcons with
such a look, and it's refreshing. Like so many dedicated racecars of that golden era, the original
Hi-Po engine had expired long before, and a replacement engine was nestled between the shock
towers. Brouwer had a correct replacement build featuring all of the hp goodies, including a
solid-lifter camshaft, heads with smaller chambers that supported a It was all to enable 6,rpm
engine speeds, and it was a potent combination. Externally, the engine varies slightly today,
with an Edelbrock Victor Jr. He still lived in the same one I walked by more than 40 years earlier.
He and his son took the car out for a few blasts down the street. It was just like again. Brouwer
has accumulated copious documentation on the car, including photos and notes of Thompson
rebuilding the engine in his living room, a letter from NHRA indicating the low production
excluded the car from Stock Eliminator classes, and, curiously, a copy of the original dealer
invoice, which was shown in the Jan. For the record, we don't know, either. It's an MCR mystery
dating back to the days when photo shoots involved a brick of Fujichrome slide film and when
flip phones were still a thing. Today, the car is part of Brouwer's enviable muscle car collection.
To be honest, his true penchant is for Mopars, but the Falcon is one of those cars that, like
many of us, has burned into the brain: the muscle car you saw in your formative years that you
just had to have one day. Brouwer made that happen, with one of the rarest high-performance
Fords on either side of the U. Close Ad. Barry Kluczuk Author. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. The Ford Falcon is a front-engine, rear-drive six passenger compact car produced by
Ford from to , across three generations. Introduced on September 2, , the Falcon was a sales
success for Ford initially, outselling contemporary rivals from Chrysler and General Motors ,
from October 8, , the Falcon was offered in two-door and four-door sedan, two-door and
four-door station wagon, two-door hardtop, convertible, sedan delivery and Ranchero pickup

body configurations. For several years, the Falcon name was also used on passenger versions
of the Ford Econoline van. The Falcon's television marketing featured the first animated
appearances of the characters from Charles Schulz 's acclaimed comic strip , Peanuts , with
announcer contribution from Paul Frees. Edsel Ford first used the term "Falcon" for a more
luxurious Ford he designed in He decided the new car did not fit with Ford's other offerings, so
this design eventually became the Mercury. Towards the mids, all three manufacturers realized
that this strategy would no longer work. Large automobiles were becoming increasingly
expensive, making smaller cars such as Fiats , Renaults , Toyotas , and Volkswagens
increasingly attractive. Furthermore, many American families were now in the market for a
second car, and market research showed women especially thought the full-size car had grown
too large and cumbersome. At the same time, research showed many buyers would prefer to
buy US or Canadian if the domestic manufacturers offered a smaller car with lower cost of
ownership. Studebaker also introduced the Lark , and Rambler downsized its near-compact
American in McNamara , who commissioned a team to create what by American standards of
the time would be a small car but elsewhere in the world considered a mid-size. McNamara, who
was promoted to Group Vice President of Cars and Trucks by the time the Falcon was launched,
was intimately involved in development, insisting on keeping the costs and weight of the car as
low as possible. Engineer Harley Copp employed a unibody atop a standard suspension and
sourced parts from Ford's existing bin to keep the price low while providing room for six
passengers in reasonable comfort. The sales success of the conventional Falcon along with
slow sales of GM's rear-engined Corvair led General Motors to introduce their own compact car
based on the Falcon's principles, the Chevy II. Unibody construction accommodated coil
springs front suspension, leaf spring rear suspension and drum brakes front and rear. There
was room for six passengers. The Comet, originally intended for the defunct Edsel marque and
based on the Falcon, was launched in the US in March By the Comet adopted more
Mercury-based styling and was folded into the Mercury line as the Mercury Comet. The market
shift which spurred the development of the Falcon and its competitors also precipitated the
demise of several well-established marques in the lates and earlys. Besides the infamous tale of
the Edsel, the Nash , Hudson , DeSoto , and Packard nameplates all disappeared from the
marketplace. In , Ford's Canadian subsidiary introduced the Falcon-based Frontenac. It was
designed to give Mercury - Meteor dealers a smaller model to sell, since the Comet was
originally intended as an Edsel, which was sold by Ford-Monarch dealers. Produced for the
model year only, the Frontenac was essentially a rebadged Falcon with its own unique grille, tail
lights, and external trim, including red maple-leaf insignia. Robert McNamara , a Ford executive
who became Ford's president briefly before being offered the job of U. Defense Secretary , is
regarded by many as "the father of the Falcon". McNamara left Ford shortly after the Falcon's
introduction, but his faith in the concept was vindicated with record sales; over half a million
sold in the first year and over a million sold by the end of the second year. Ford boasted of the
good fuel economy achieved by the six-cylinder Ford Falcon models in advertising. The model
year had a Squire model of the four-door station wagon with faux wood trim on the sides. The
bucket-seat "Futura" model was offered with a slightly upgraded interior, factory-installed
safety belts, different side trim spears , and different emblems. Halfway through the model year,
Ford changed the roof line at the back window to more of a Thunderbird design and offered a
four-speed transmission for the first time. The two-door Futura sedan also referred to as an
'illusion hardtop' because of the chrome trim around the side window opening sported a flat
rear window in place of the panoramic wrap-around window on earlier models to bring its
design in line with other Ford cars of the era. In , even more models were available. There was
now a four-door Futura and a Deluxe wagon. Futura Convertible and Futura Sports Convertible
models were also included in the range. The Falcon was climbing in trim level from its budget
beginnings, as Ford attempted to wring more profit from the line. The second generation
Falcon, launched in , featured revised, more squared-off styling. Later in the model year, Ford's
new offering for that market was launched: the Ford Mustang , based heavily on the Falcon's
unified frame design. TV commercials now used the character Hazel as well as the Peanuts
cartoon characters. Because the Mustang had the same options that the Sprint had for only a
small amount more, the Sprint never caught on. Even with the addition of the V8 in late , the
Sprint was overshadowed by the Mustang, and was discontinued after The Mustang dealt
Falcon sales in North America a blow from which they would never recover. Front suspension
was coil springs pivot-mounted on upper arms plus double-acting absorbers. V-8 cars got
five-lug wheels. For , changes were minimal, including a simpler grille and revised side trim on
deluxe models. Production ended on June 26, , for convertible Falcons. A padded instrument
panel, power steering, power brakes, a radio, a remote-control trunk release, and a parking
brake warning light were optional. From , the three-speed Cruise-O-Matic automatic

transmission was available. Front seat belts were standard. In late , Ford launched the third
generation Falcon, based on a shortened Fairlane platform with revised styling. At the top of the
line was the highly-trimmed Futura Sports Coupe, which featured chrome side window frames,
giving this two-door sedan the look of a hardtop. It also featured a premium all-vinyl interior.
The heater-defroster became standard. The Ranchero left the Falcon line and adopted the
Fairlane's front sheet metal for The Falcon was used in the Trans-Am series. The models were
mostly the same as the models, but more Federally-mandated safety equipment was added,
including a dual-circuit brake system, energy-absorbing steering wheel with a large, padded
center hub, 4-way flashers, soft interior panels, and mountings for front shoulder belts which
were available as an option. A reminder light was added for the seatbelts; [24] was the first
model year for the square tail lights. The basic body and mechanical specifications remained
the same as â€” models. The final model year for the Falcon in North America was Continuing
sales declines and the inability of the car to meet forthcoming safety standards resulted in a
short run of models identical to the version being built through the end of December, ; none of
the model Falcons used a locking steering column that would be standard on all other Ford
products except Mavericks built before September On January 1, , the Falcon name was
transferred to a low-priced version of the contemporary Ford Fairlane. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article is about the North American car model. For models produced for
other countries, see Ford Falcon. Motor vehicle. Retrieved Retrieved 4 February Retrieved 17
May Associated Press. Retrieved 5 February Henry Ford 2 and Semon Knudson dedicated the
plant in June Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links All articles with dead
external links Articles with dead external links from October Articles with short description
Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from December Commons category link is on Wikidata Articles with
Curlie links. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. FR layout. Ford Maverick. LTD II. Custom Super Deluxe. Custom Deluxe. Galaxie
Mainliner. Fairlane Galaxie Galaxie XL. Galaxie LTD. Station wagon. Del Rio. Ranch Wagon.
Country Sedan. Country Squire. Personal luxury. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria. Sport
compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. Bronco Sport. Mustang
Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max. Pickup truck. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT
Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty. Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis
only. Search by vehicle. Search Parts. Home Ford Falcon Replaces a damaged or missing drain
plug Gasket allows for a tight seal Matches OE sizing and specs for easy installation. Oil
Pressure Sending Unit Extension 3. Mounts the oil pressure sensor away from the engine block
Constructed from steel with a durable zinc finish Matches OE specifications for direct fit and
easy installation. Floating separator may be placed where needed to organize plug wire layout
Keeps spark plugs wires together and away from other engine components Made of durable
black ABS plastic. Mounts on the valve cover Keeps spark plugs wires together and away from
other engine components Made of durable black ABS plastic. Secures Headlight Bulb in the
Headlight Adjusting Bucket Replaces a rusted, damaged, or missing ring to restore original
appearance and functionality to the headlight Direct Fit Replacement for easy installation,
featuring stainless steel construction with OE-Correct mounting tab and hole locations.
Factory-correct reproduction of HiPo air cleaner housing Chrome-finished top plate and blue
painted housing base Complete with decal and wingnut attachment. Factory-correct
reproductions of HiPo air cleaner housing and air cleaner filter element Chrome-finished top
plate and blue painted housing base Complete with decal and wingnut attachment.
Factory-correct reproduction of HiPo air cleaner filter element. Spaces carburetor away from
engine intake manifold Increases overall effective length of intake runners Reduces chance of
vapor lock. For use with cast iron cylinder head Factory-correct reproduction of the original
exhaust manifold Prevent exhaust leaks and loss of performance by using new parts rather than
worn-out used ones. Installs inside exhaust manifold between 3 cylinder and 4 cylinder exhaust
ports Alows for separate flow from each port of an original log-style inline 6 cylinder exhaust
manifold Increase performance by smoothing exhaust flow out of the cylinder head. When the
Falcon Sprint was released it was the only time that a V8 engine was available as an option in
the first generation Falcon, and was available as either a 2-door hardtop or as a convertible.
This Sprint hardtop is listed for sale here on eBay. Located in Fallbrook, California, it is listed
with a clear title. The seller only provides two photos of this Sprint, but does give us a bit of
useful information about it. This Sprint is a California car, and the areas outlined in chalk on the
rear quarter panel appear to be the only major rust in the car. The remainder of the corrosion is
merely surface rust which would be rubbed away during preparation for a repaint. The car still
wears its original black paint, and it apparently also sports its original red interior, but we get no

shots of that or an indication of the condition. The Sprint still carries its numbers matching
engine and 4-speed transmission, which is the most desirable combination for this model.
There is no indication regarding the condition of the drive-train, but a nice bonus is that the car
comes with spare engines, gearboxes and rear ends, so that leaves the new owner with a few
options if the original drive-train has issues. This is one of those cars that makes me want to
bang my head on the desk. Firstly because I really want more information and photos of the car
to determine how solid it is, and secondly because I really want it in my workshop. Regardless
of that, finding these for sale as a hardtop is not as easy as finding a convertible. If this Sprint is
as solid as the seller claims then it will make a fantastic project for someone. Miguel, completely
aside from this listing, it can be said that the world has indeed gone crazy. In so many ways. It
sure did as soon as I closed the doorâ€¦. It wuz a response to the decimation of the merican
auto industry VW bug was rockin it so also of the econo box. This could be a good project, but I
would want to make a cash offer, in person, right away. And the car comes with extra engines,
transmissions, rear ends, etc. The Falcon platform was what the Mustang was eventually built
on, so these V8 Sprints were the direct forerunner of the Mustang that appeared about a year
after this car. For a Ford guy that has to be a good reason to want this car. Back when these
were new Ford ran them in European rallys. You have to give Ford lots of credit for that. The
rally Falcons would be rare beasts, if you could find one, but the real jewel would be the
Econoline. There were rumors Holman-Moddy dropped a in an Econoline van to work as a
support vehicle. The van would race to the next stage checkpoint with spare parts if the Falcons
broke. The Challenger Falcons built by H-M is a whole different story. So apparently starting
with an absurdly high asking price with a vague description of said item is the way to move
merchandise? Hmmm who knew? Very cool little car but something in the ad really bugs me.
With a very few exceptions there is no such thing as a numbers matching Ford since the flat
head days. Red Flag, Boys,, seller has 1 feedback. I smell scammer. Like the guys said, show up
with some green and a trailer and look it over. This one gets my juices flowing as a 63 sprint
was my first car, given to me by my highschool shop teacher!! Who in their right mind would try
and sell something for that much money without more proof that they actually own it? And one
feedback is not good. This was way before our commitment into SE Asia. I grew up on the east
coast. It was like the old west. Those were the days. Great little Hot Rod car, my first H. Dropped
in a like new Hi Po, 4-speed Top Loader. Lots of fun for the bucks. Anyhow, at the time it was
nothing special, and he just beat on it like a redheaded stepchild, was pretty quick and it kept
up with the s and GTOs at school up to about mph. I saw it on a car hauler several years later
stiil had the same license plates. I always liked the Falcon Sprint. In high school a guy had one
that was black with the white inset. It was a sweet looking car and sounded great. I would love
to own one. Drop in a Cleveland with a 5 or 6 speed, update the suspension and brakes, and it
could be a fun little ride. No pics? Surface rust never rubs away! Usually gets worse but hey id
still own i
oboe parts diagram
2002 corolla headlight
adjustable compartment box
t they are fun to drive! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured
on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds.
Adam Clarke. More: Falcon Sprint. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Miguel. The world
has gone crazy if a falcon is worth 10K in that condition. Steve R. Steve R Uncle Bob. Amen
brotherâ€¦â€¦ 5. Dolphin Member. I saw what you did there with the headline. Caveat Emptorâ€¦.
Richard L Allen. Tucker Callan. Same drivetrain as a Sunbeam Tiger. Joe 1. Bodyman Jim P. No
Reserve! Superb Continental Mark II. Restored and Parked: Lancia Scorpion. Small-Block
Project: Plymouth Barracuda. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free
daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

